
Rely on a single source for all of your 
organization’s patient data 

Clario SmartWorklist is a vendor-netural, zero-
footprint solution that consolidates worklist 
priorities across the enterprise. Ensure the 
right provider is presented with the right case 
at the right time, regardles of the complexity or 
disparate nature of your environment.

Clario SmartWorklist’s unique infrastructure 
optimizes workflows between your teams with 
customizable rule-based logic and application 
integration capabilities. Highly adaptable  and 
intuitive, SmartWorklist automates your team’s 
reading workflows by accounting for even the 
most nuanced irregularities within your everyday 
schedule, all while simplifying user workflows 
through a singular, comprehensive access point.  

Clario SmartWorklistTM

A smarter worklist to unify the enterprise
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Solution Benefits
Support for multiple viewers for streamlined 
access to separate image repositories
• Auto-next reading mode: Presents radiologists 

with the most appropriate examination, without 
the disruption of having to return to the worklist

• Automatic examination distribution: Fed 
by real-time availability through in-app rules 
customization, including: 

 » Subspecialty definition 

 » Service-level agreement rules 

 » Exam assignment and load-balancing rules 

 » And shift-driven rules

• Integrates with multiple solutions: Launch 
multiple PACS viewers, EMRs, Voice Recognition 
systems, and clinical applications 

 » Clario SmartWorklist integrates with all 
industry-standard Voice Recognition systems 

 » Seamless integration with scheduling 
applications such as QGENDA 

 » Connect to multiple EMRs through FHIR 
interfaces to get updated patient demographics 
and key exam information.

• Enable AI: Augment Clario SmartWorklist 
with actionable data through a vendor-neutral 
interface, integrating with any AI algorithm to best 
support your organization’s workflow needs and 
desired outcomes. 

Key Features
Launch over 50 applications through highly 
tailored and dynamic worklists
• Linqed Workflow: Share worklists with other 

workflow systems for over-read services and 
operations support

• Monitor output standards: Access real-time, in-
app productivity tracking and quality metrics

• Collaborate with ease: Integrate peer reads, 
preliminary reporting, and resident-attending 
worklists 

 » Communicate with radiologists and radiology 
support staff via in-app instant messaging 

• Exam Protocoling: Modernize exam protocoling 
and avoid workflow disturbance with Clario 
SmartWorklist’s new automated solution.  

 » Generate digital versions of exam protocols 
which automatically appear as a new worklist 
item for radiologists’ in their queues. 

 » Once the radiologist has verified the protocol, 
it is sent back through the EMR for the 
technologist to review. 

 » Create a more efficient, minimally disruptive 
process for all members of your team.

Smarter Together: Combine the core Intelerad 
solutions to experience an augmented workflow 
that leverages Clario SmartWorklist’s extensive 
integration capabilities with InteleOne’s ability to 
consolidate cross-enterprise workflows.  

Innovative, interoperable, and intuitive—explore the breadth of Clario’s 
enterprise worklist solutions at go.intelerad.com/clario
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